Davies [1977] and then later Kummerow and Weinman [1988,a] built radiative transfer models to account for the 3-Dimensional nature of precipitation. Unfortunately, these early models were limited to simple cuboidal geometries and much of the 3-dimensional effect was determined by the assumptions regarding the size and shape of the clouds. More recently, cloud dynamical models such as Tao et al. [1987] or Tripoli [1992] have made great strides in generating fine scale cloud and storm properties which appear quite realistic when compared to ground based radars. Because the cloud models fully specify the atmospheric structure and hydrometeor contents of the storms, these models offer the next level of realism needed to understand the radiative effects of 3-dimensional cloud and rainfall fields.
From a remote sensing point of view, the idea of using backward Monte Carlo simulations to deal with these new complex cloud structures in the microwave regime was due to Petty (1994) , although that paper still dealt with abstract cloud structures. The work was quickly followed by 
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The definition of angles i1 and i 2 is consistent with the one given by (Chandrasechkar [1960] , 
,0 0 0 An analog procedure is followed if r > eh, r _<ev. To test the validity of the code, the results have been compared with those in Weinman and Guetter [1977] for a plane parallel cloud and they have been found in good agreement. This code can successfully take into account spherical or randomly oriented spheroidal particles, in which cases the extinction and scattering parameters areequalfor thetwo polarization.Only the surfaceemissivitycanbe different for the two polarization.The codecan takeinto accounthorizontalas well as vertical inhomogeneities of themedium. Fo
Non polarized direct Monte Carlo method
where N a is the number of photons emitted by the atmosphere and Z 0 is the atmosphere height.
c,,,T,,.k,, depend on the height of emission z of the n-th photon. The fraction F. ofF a which effectively contributes to the T B is (0v)
The contribution to the TB given by the surface emission is
where N s is the number of photons emitted by the surface. The contribution to the TB given by the cosmic background is Nc i=O,N ' where N c is the number of photons emitted by the cosmic background. Consequently the TB can be computed as a sum of Eqs. (20), (21) and (22).
The results of this code have been compared with those of an equivalent backward code [Roberti et al., 1995] . In Fig. 1 the resulting T B are presented both for a subcloud in the anvil (stratiform region) and a subcloud in the core (convective region) for 3 different frequencies.
The convergence of the forward code (dashed line) is slower and the oscillations are higher.
Nevertheless, in the worst case, only 500000 photons are needed to keep the oscillations below IK.
Direct polarized
Monte Carlo method (spherical or random oriented spheroidal hydrometeors)
The code described above has been extended to include the polarization to treat spherical or random oriented spheroidal hydrometeors. 
Source Parameters

Source parameters
The choice of the emission source is made in a way similar to the ones previously described.
For the atmosphere the following quantities are computed, which represent the average number of photons emitted by the atmosphere and the surface: 
for the H and V polarized photons, where d_ is the distance between the current photon position to the boundary in the direction of propagation of the photon. The biased probability density with which the distance to collision inside the new layer is corrected taking into account the distance already travelled is
The distance to collision in the second medium becomes
where d_ou_o_,¢is the distance to collision computed in the first medium. Therefore the weight correction matrix is a diagonal matrix with elements e-kJ.dt e-k_,2d,,,_-,,_.
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C is equal to (1 -e -v ) for upwelling photons and C =1 in the opposite case.
The tracing procedure
The photon weights during the propagation are modified as follows Wo=i w_=st K-'(z, 0o) K(z_0_) L(zl,_o) W2=$2 K-'(z20,) K(z202) L(z2,0,)Wt The convergenceof the two forwardpolarizedcodeshasbeenanalyzed with referenceto the backward-fo_vardcode. The resulting TH and ATv_ H are presented for a subcloud in the stratiform region (Fig. 2) The results are presented for a subcloud in the stratiform region ( Fig. 3) and one in the convective region (Fig. 4) Fig.5A, B 
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